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We have all been closely following the progress of the pandemic with 
ever-increasing concern as the number of positive cases grow.  Though 
the island has managed well compared to the rest of BC, there has been 
an uptake in cases over the past few weeks—and the need to strictly 
follow safety protocols has never been greater.  

With a vaccine coming there may be a tendency to relax, as we are all 
suffering from “COVID fatigue”—but in fact, things are worsening—and it 
will likely be several months before the vaccine is available.  So please, 
everyone—keep your distance and your masks on. 

 

 

 

In January 2021 we will begin what may be our most critical strategic 
planning initiative ever, as we figure out what NACL services will look 
like in the years to come.   

Marsha D’Angelo of Apostrophe PR will be leading us through this 5-
month process.  We are very pleased to have Marsha with us, as she has 
extensive experience in strategic planning for the Community Living  
sector—including recently for Inclusion BC and other larger agencies on 
the mainland.  This will largely be a virtual exercise, and Marsha will be 
connecting directly with many of you over the coming months. 
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Since our last reporting, we are pleased to announce that the Uplands Housing Project is complete—tenants have 
moved in, and all services are in place.  I would like to thank everyone who played a role in bringing this unique        
project to fruition, and stay tuned for more to come in regard to upcoming housing developments that meet the 
evolving and diverse needs of the people we support. 

John Jessup, who has been a key figure in the successful    
completion of our Uplands Housing project is finally retiring. 
John devoted countless hours towards this initiative—many of 
them unpaid—and I cannot express enough gratitude to John 
for his wisdom and unflagging support.  

NACL will be moving ahead with other creative housing          
initiatives, and the legacy of knowledge left by John has left a 
solid foundation.   

Thank you, John! ☺ 
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The Commission on Accreditation of Rehabilitation Facilities (CARF) conducted NACL’s sixth accreditation survey 
from December 2-4, 2020.  This represented two firsts for us: 

1. A blended survey, where our children’s services were reviewed for the first time; and  

2. A virtual survey, which came with its own unique challenges.  

I want to begin by thanking everyone for their hard work and dedication these last several months.  We can all take 
great pride in our near-perfect result, with only one recommendation in children’s services and two suggestions 
overall.  

The following is an excerpt from our Board President, Dan Johnston: 

“At the conclusion of the session, the CARF Team was effusive in its praise for NACL and expressed                 
appreciation for how well prepared Graham and his team were for the survey, and how responsive they were to 
questions and information needs while the survey was conducted over the last three days.  Amongst other 
things, the CARF Team described NACL as “inspirational” and “pretty amazing,” and closed by saying “it was a 
privilege being part of this survey.” 

This all YOU, folks.  Your commitment to the people we serve is demonstrated every day—and your documentation 
was so good, we could prove it.   

We will not have the official results for 4-6 weeks, but the report will be released in its entirety once received. 

Thank you again for what is no doubt our best survey result ever, since we started seeking accreditation through 
CARF in 2005.   
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It’s been a busy time at Uplands getting everyone settled into their 
new homes.  We have begun to do some activities here, including a 
regular cooking class Monday to Friday with each person who is             
interested signing up to make dinner one day each week.  Here is GT, 
expertly carving a roast...  

By:   Sara Gilks, Program Coordinator 1 

We also had our first Halloween party in two small groups... 

We have also started to decorate for Christmas... 

We are looking forward to a time when we will be able 
to have big open house, so we can show off the space 
we are all so proud of! ☺ 
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By:  Marlena Stewart, Executive Assistant 

Hi again, everyone!  Here we are, at the end of November already.  In some ways, it seems like 2020 has flown by really 
quickly—and at other times, it’s felt a bit “endless” with what we’ve all endured with COVID-19’s impact in our lives.  No 
matter what, I hope you’re all staying well and safe—and that you continue to communicate during this crucial time.  It’s 
never been more important to stay connected!  
 
In October, I did a bit of a “deep dive” to more closely examine NACL’s social media statistics (as part of my               
communications role, which I’ll be doing on a quarterly basis)—and it was exciting to see just how much we’ve grown in 
terms of followers these past few months, especially on our main three platforms (Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram)!   
 
From the beginning of August to the end of October 2020, I’m thrilled to report we ALREADY exceeded our Strategic 
Plan target of 10% more followers on each platform by March 2021 in three out of four of them during that period alone!  
In fact, we more than DOUBLED that target for both Twitter and Instagram: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I always appreciate the support we’ve been receiving on our various social media platforms (and our regular followers/
likers/commenters are proof positive of that)—but honestly, it’s because of YOU continuing to provide the material that 
demonstrates (and celebrates!) the cool things we’re doing and the great lives people are living at NACL!  Let’s keep it 
up—and if you’re willing, please make sure you also follow and support our posts on whichever platforms you may use if 
you aren’t already doing so, and tell your friends/family to do the same.  The more, the merrier—plus it certainly fuels the 
joy I have in producing these posts!!! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
On another note, I’m very pleased to report that we EXCEEDED our Strategic Plan target of a 10% membership gain for 
this year, as well.  Thanks to all who support us at NACL (new and continuing), and here ’s looking forward to growing our 
membership even more in 2021!  Our first-ever virtual Annual General Meeting at the end of September thankfully went 
off without a hitch, too—check out the list of this year’s Board members later on in this issue.  We really appreciate the 
time, dedication, and expertise they bring to NACL!   
 
Thanks for reading, take good care of yourselves—and I’ll catch up with you here again in February!     

 
 

Platform Followers as of                              
Early August 2020 

Followers as of                    
October 30, 2020 

Percentage Increase 

Facebook 1,113 1,135 1.98% 
Twitter 128 154 20.31% 
Instagram 372 459 23.39% 

LinkedIn 9 10 11.11% 

While my focus this past while has had to shift more towards helping us        
prepare for our upcoming CARF accreditation survey at the beginning of     
December, we’ve still got LOTS of Amazing Stories we’ll be sharing with 
you very soon.  They’ll have been well worth the wait, we promise!  Pat and 
I continue to thoroughly enjoy our chats with the people we are so               
fortunate to serve and the wonderful people who support them.  Next up, 
we’ll be sharing our first story from our Residential Services, and several 
stories from Employment Services...so stay tuned for some good reads 
coming up!  ☺ 
 

In the meantime, check out all our published Amazing Stories so far at the    
following link: 
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By:  Randy Humchitt 
Deputy Executive Director 

In the November 2019 Bulletin (a year to the month, where does time 
go?!!!), I introduced the “includeMe!” survey—a province-wide         
assessment of quality of life from the perspective of persons served 
(who access CLBC services) in accordance with Robert Schalock’s 
Quality of Life Framework.  For the 2019/2020 period, five areas of 
the province were surveyed:  Vancouver-Coastal, South Fraser, 
Southern Interior, North/Thompson-Cariboo, and Vancouver Island.  
Led by Thinley Dradul, Malatest, CLBC, and a group of CLBC-hired 
self-advocates, 91 persons served by NACL contributed to the        
survey...a huge number! 

In October, we received a report highlighting the results of the survey—both provincially and within NACL.          
Included with my submission is the NACL “storyboard” (included below, and on our website) which shows the     
results for NACL, other agencies providing support (“overall scores”), people surveyed who do not receive CLBC 
services (“general population”), and high scores (associations like ours with top marks).  

Of note is that the people we support at NACL gauge their quality of life, overall, either on par or slightly higher 
than the rest of the survey groups in each of the domains.  The results also let us know which areas we might focus 
on in order to help persons served improve their quality of life. 
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The full report (and storyboard) are available on our website at: 

https://www.nanaimoacl.com/resources  
(under Other Reports) 

Thank you to everyone who helped move the survey forward and 
make it a success for CLBC and NACL!  

(Also known as Non-Violent Communication...) 

We continue to work with Myriam Verzat, an NVC certified trainer at     
Reconnect, to move Compassionate Communication training throughout 
the agency.  We are halfway through the development of an online        
training program, tailored for NACL—that is, a mix of pre-recorded video, 
live work between pairs of staff, and live training debriefings with Myriam 
Verzat herself.  This online program mirrors the structure and content of 
the two-day “in-person” NVC training that was offered to the full          
management group this past summer.  It is our hope that the online         
version of the training will provide just as enriching an experience as the 
2-day format, while being flexible and reachable to all staff and home 
share providers of NACL!  We aim to finalize and begin offering this 
online training by February of 2021. 

Thank you to the following employees who did a trial run of Part 1 of the video training:  Richard Jamieson, Lindsay 
Buck, Carol Perry, Amanda Wynn, Dylan Owen, Kim Adam, Oona Barrera, and Rhonda Lussier.  Your feedback helped 
us modify the format, and gave us the confirmation that video is a realistic format to proceed with! 

Thanks also the following employees who are allowing their training to be recorded so that we can create the video:  
Barb Barry, Margaret Mulholland, Courtney Otto, Niki Stuart, Jamie Telford, Kathy Vogt, and Denise Myers.  

The 1-day course offering in SIVA has been on hold since the 
beginning of COVID-19, so that we can be thoughtful about 
how to offer the training.  Our main considerations: 

✓ how to respect physical distancing requirements,          
considering the need for staff to practice the emergency 
safety interventions; and 

✓ the need to become proficient in offering the bulk of SIVA 
as an online training in Zoom format.  

Mike Taylor and Don Castaldi, founders of SIVA, have granted extensions of certification to April 2021 for all               
employees whose SIVA certifications were originally set to expire in 2019/2020.  Look for SIVA training notices this 
December for sessions in January and February of 2021.  In the meantime, Mike Becher and I continue to attend staff          
meetings and general orientations (dressed in full PPE—gowns, masks, gloves, and face shields) to review the             
emergency safety interventions with smaller groups of staff on an as-needed/refresher basis.  
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...at Sherwood Home! 

By:  Cindy Griffin, Senior Residence Worker 

Aloha from Sherwood!!!  

Did you know that “aloha” means both hello and goodbye in Hawaii?  I learned that from the movie Miss Congeniality, and 

then had my bestest friend confirm it, as she lives in both Nanaimo and Hawaii   — but not at the same time!   

We have been trying to get outside to enjoy the nicer weather.  Mother Nature seems to be a bit grumpy this autumn        

season, with all these windstorms.  That doesn't make swinging any easier!!  But, we are persistent...and we prevail!    

The rainy days involve some nice drives with great music!!!  It's nice that music tastes are similar between staff and our 
young man.  There may be a trip to the pool, Airhouse, or Romper Room on some of those rainy days... 

Christmas is just around the corner   and we couldn't be more excited.  Decorating will start happening soon, a bit at a 

time...   
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By Peter Letts, Quality Assurance Manager 

Since the last Bulletin in August, the QA Department has 
been busy finalizing the Performance Analysis and                  
Outcomes Management (PAOM) Report and the public      
Performance Review.  Both documents outline all that NACL 
has achieved in the past year, and what NACL hopes to 
achieve in 2021. Generated from the recommendations in 
the PAOM Report is the 2020-2021 Quality Improvement 
Plan (QIP).  This plan will guide us over the next year, as we 
strive to continually improve services and systems. 

In addition to preparing those documents, we also                          
completed the Health and Safety, Human Resources, and 
Technology Reports, and all the Governance Plans including 
the Accessibility and Cultural Competency and Diversity 
Plans. 

These documents were critical for the CARF             
Accreditation survey, which occurred from December 
2 to 4, 2020.  Preparation for the survey also                   
included demonstrating conformance to the              
standards through policies and procedures, and           
Person Centered Planning documentation. 

With an excellent effort from all involved, the survey 
was very successful, with only one recommendation 
across all areas. 

The “Include Me” quality of life survey results were released 
this fall, and people served by NACL indicated a high level of 
satisfaction with their quality of life.  

Coming up in January 2021 is the WorkSafe BC Certificate of Recognition Health and Safety audit (hard to believe it ’s 
almost been a year already!), and the QA Department will be working hard in preparation for that.  
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...at Maxey Road Home! 

By:  Amy Schwartz, Senior Residence Worker 

Miss Brenda celebrated her 70th birthday!!! 

Karaoke and our kitty Jasmine still keep us all                        
entertained—there’s never a dull moment—she’s a real  
firecracker! 

We’re loving our new van, getting out lots—even if it’s just 
for a scenic drive and picnic by the lake or ocean.   

Hope everyone is doing well, and having fun staying           
creative! ☺ 
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Hello everyone!  One of the fun parts of this job is that there is so much variety and change, and opportunities available 
for people.  We are so excited to have our brand NEW Uplands Outreach Program make its debut  in October, which     
welcomed new positions for people to work in a completely different atmosphere.  We extended some of our internal 
postings to the public, so we received some new external people to our team as well! 

Without further adieu, I would like to give a big, warm welcome to the newest team members since our last report:  

ERIN MacLEOD, JOLENE DUFF, SARA VENOIT, LYNDSEY WATSON, CORY RICHTER, TENAYA PICHE, MICHELLE    
ALVIAR, PAULA MATHESON, and HEATHER ALLEN. 
 
Also, BIG congratulations to these employees who obtained temporary or permanent postings since our last Bulletin – at 
their current status: 
  
• BETH WHELAN – Temporary Part-Time VC, NACL Employment Services 
• CARMEN CLARKE – Permanent Part-Time CSW, Kennedy Home. 
• CAROL PERRY – Temporary Part-Time CSW, Nottingham Home 
• CHELSEA LIEBRECHT – Permanent Part-Time CSW, Caspers Way Home 
• COLLEEN DONNELLY – Permanent Part-Time CSW, Uplands Outreach 
• CORY RICHTER – Permanent Full-Time CSW, Westwood Lake Home 
• DAVE HARLEY – Temporary Full-Time CSW, Caspers Way Home 
• DOUG ROLLINGS – Temporary  Full-Time CSW, Turner Connection Home 
• GERRY MUCKLE – Temporary Full-Time Acting SRW, Jingle Pot Home 
• JENNIFER FISCHER – Permanent Part-Time CSW, Nottingham Home 
• JIM BORIS – Temporary Full-Time Acting SRW, Kennedy Home 
• MARY-ANNE DIPLOCK – Temporary Full-Time CSW, Jingle Pot Home 
• MAYA KREY – Permanent Part-Time CSW, Turner Connection Home 
• NATASHA JAMES – Temporary Part-Time CSW, Nottingham Home 
• SARA GILKS – Permanent Full-Time PC1, Uplands Outreach 
• THINLEY DRADUL  – Permanent Full-Time Home Share Manager, Administration 
 
Being there’s a lot of acronyms above, let’s quickly define them again: 
 
• CSW – Community Support Worker 
• VC – Vocational Counsellor  
• PC1 – Program Coordinator 1 
• SRW – Senior Residence Worker 
 
Until next time—stay safe, and catch you again in February! 

By:  Michelle Gan, Administrative Assistant 
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Program 

By:   Ramona Passarello, Program Coordinator 1 

 

At Actions Day Program, we’ve been engaging with individuals through a variety of means and through a variety of  
activities!  We continue to ‘Zoom’ in with Paul Gogo for Music and Entertainment, which seems to be a favourite of      
persons served and staff alike!  We have also ‘Zoomed’ into Dance Jam this month with Myriam from Crimson Coast 
Dance Society on November 6th, physically-distanced with three computers in three different rooms!  

When the Actions crew take to the community where we safely can, amidst the restrictions, some of the popular visits 
we circulate through are bowling, the Urban Farm, swimming, the library, helping out at Loaves and Fishes, the           
recycling centre, shopping for program supplies, coffee outings, visiting the miniature animals at Superior Farms, and 
taking in the museum.  The weather has been cooperative for the most part, and has allowed us to continue to enjoy 
our west coast outdoor scenic parks and walks.  

We paid our respects on November 10th in recognition of Remembrance Day through discussion, followed by viewing a 
clip that eloquently tied together a tribute through imagery and a tune put to Flanders Fields.  

At the Actions centre, our classic favourite activities provide some balance and familiarity for the individuals that        
continue to attend in person:  arts and crafts, puzzles and games, life learning discussions, and more.  

As staff and our individuals at Actions come together and rise to the occasion during these challenging times, we       
witness creativity and commitment that sometimes goes unnoticed.  As a new Program Coordinator for the Day        
Program, I most admire the warm welcome from everyone at Actions and NACL, the connections that are so apparent 
among staff and persons served, and I appreciate the unwavering commitment from all = every day we are together! ☺ 
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By:  Barb Barry,  
Person Centered Practices/ 

Employment Services Manager 

Over the spring and fall of this year, we needed to postpone our 2-day    
Person Centered Thinking training—and we had originally hoped to hold 
that session in December.  Unfortunately, with current PHO restrictions in 
place and uncertainty as to whether or not things will change by the hoped-
for dates, we made a proactive (but difficult) decision to defer again until 
March.   

It is very important that we keep ourselves safe and healthy while in the       
2-day training.  So, this isn’t just about following the rules—it’s about taking 
care of each other, too.  

Thanks to all who’d requested to attend the December sessions, and here’s 
hoping by then we’ll be able to hold PCT training on our back-to-usual 
schedule.   

In the meantime, per the wise words of Dr. Bonnie Henry... 

 

NACL’s 

Board of 
Directors 

At NACL’s first-ever virtual Annual General Meeting on September 28, 2020, 
NACL’s Board of Directors was established for 2020/2021, and these are the           
current members, as follows:   

Many thanks to the five returning Directors who had their names stand for               
re-election, and we would like to extend a warm welcome to our newest Director, 
Neil Cutler.   

We thank you all again for your service to our organization, and look forward to 
working with you this coming year! 

We’d also like to recognize and thank Cornelis (Cees) van Oosten for his              
tremendous contributions to the Board for the past six years.   

President: Dan Johnston 

Vice President: Phyllis Horn 

Treasurer: Paul Best 

Secretary: Kirsten J. Madsen 

Directors: Marg Fraser 

Neil Cutler 
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By Robert K., Turner Connection Home 

...at Turner Connection! 

By:  Doug Rollings, Community Support Worker  

 

This fall has been all about indoor activities at Turner Connection Home—
playing games like Snakes and Ladders and Go Fish have created some 
pretty fun competitions at the house. 

Other residents have been listening to hockey games on the radio and 
watching them on TV.  Some enjoy doing puzzles and we all like             
watching TV together—especially the Disney Channel and old movies. 

Going out for rides and watching the ferries coming and going from    
Departure Bay is a good outing... 

With the coming of Christmas, new excitement exists at Turner                      
Connection Home.  This was evident as our residents sat around the  
table on craft day, making Christmas decorations for the tree.  They are 
looking forward to turkey, gift giving, and good times...wondering what 
time Santa is coming, and how is he getting in without a chimney? ☺ 
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By Peter Letts,  
Quality Assurance Manager 

The OH&S Committee continues to meet monthly via Microsoft Teams. 

The committee continues to support Healthy Teams, as work on the Compassionate Communication training                
initiative continues through video, with six staff participating.  

Committee members participated in the “Community Social Services – Resilience in Uncertain Times” virtual        
seminar, with presentations from the Canadian Mental Health Association (BC Division), union representatives, and 
WorkSafeBC. 

The OH&S committee continues to stay up-to-date on the COVID-19 Exposure and Control Plan, with ongoing          
reviews as changes occur. 

Fall inspections were completed by SRWs/PCs.  Everyone has filed inspection documents, and documented action 
items. 

The OH&S Committee evaluation for 2020 will begin this month, with the final draft ready in January. 

The committee is gearing up for the WorkSafeBC Certificate of Recognition health and safety audit in January 2021.  
This is the Association’s first year review, after having achieved CoR status last January.  
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...at Jingle Pot Home! 
By:  Gretchen Brown, Program Manager 

By Robert K., Turner Connection Home 

Change can be challenging!  But, change  can also open new 
doors and  present new opportunities. 

The Jingle Pot family have lost our SRW (only for a year) - BUT, we 
will gain a new baby—and Gerry Muckle, who comes in with mega-
energy and good ideas, has stepped up to take the SRW reins. 

One of the people we have served at Jingle Pot has moved on to a 
new home.  We miss them, but are excited for them as well. 

A well-liked staff has moved back home to Alberta—we miss you, 
Dallas! 

Easing that loss is the energetic and caring new staff coming 
onboard. 

Jingle Pot persons served and staff continue to embrace each day 
with positivity and passion for experience and connection, while 
ensuring that COVID-19 safety is maintained. 

Change is challenging!  But, with excellent staff and wonderful    
personS served, we can weather anything. 

Though the cold autumn winds are blowing, there is warmth and 
happiness radiating from Jingle Pot Home.  
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By:   Barb Barry, Person Centered Practices/Employment Services Manager 
        ...and the Employment Services Team 

Firstly, I would like to say a heartfelt goodbye and thank you to Kim Adam, who 
recently (and officially) retired on November 30, 2020.  Kim worked with us for 
five years as an Employment Specialist.  She was also our teacher and and 
leader in creating our Nanaimo Weaving Studio.  Kim was a very big part of 
supporting job seekers to find work, and in being successful at work.  I will miss 
your wicked sense of humour, hard work, and passion in all that you do.  You 
will be missed, Kim! 

Further to Randy’s comments about the includeMe! Campaign, and also about NACL’s recent win of the Inclusive 
Employer of the Year award from the Greater Nanaimo Chamber of Commerce, here are some thoughts from the 
Employment Services Team: 

“The CLBC includeMe! Campaign is a great accomplishment for us in NACL              
Employment Services, because it truly reflects the time we have spent making      
families and caregivers a part of the job seekers’ employment process.  The public 
recognition and acknowledgement is important because it represents the                           
foundational marker of our work; and thus, the job seekers’ success. 

While we have 29 job seekers on our board, by the time one considers the families 
and caregivers, and employers, the NACL Employment Services Team has upwards 
of 120+ active relations and dynamics to consider.  This takes time, thought, patience, 
process, and care.   

While the job seekers are enriching the community with their amazing spirit and           
talents, the Employment Services Team supports and manages a little community 
underneath its wings.  We are very proud of this...it’s why we are here.”  

“I am honoured to be a part of the NACL Employment Services Team.  
In my first year with them, I have learned so many different skills to work 
with all people.  Most of my learning comes from the people we serve.” 
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“Our team consists of myself, Deb, Fenella, Margaret, and Beth…plus Ethan,        
Alexandra, and Janis – our  dedicated casual list.  Thank you for being so           
person-centered, committed, and energetic in all that you do!   

The information represented in the includeMe! Report – as well as our                  
Inclusive Employer of the Year award won at the Nanaimo Chamber’s                    
Business Awards – are great accomplishments that represent the day-to-day 
work that we do as a whole.  Thanks again to all who’ve helped (and continue 
to help) get us here! ☺ 

“The high satisfaction scores for the includeMe! campaign are a reflection of both our 
continued commitment and dedication to Person Centered Planning and practices.   

In Employment Services, the step-by-step discovery, job development, job training, 
and job maintenance phases are uniquely person centered.  They make this program 
successful and creates satisfaction for the job seekers, employed persons, their          
caregivers, and satisfied valued  employers.  

The high satisfaction scores are also a reflection of the commitment the job seekers 
and employed persons have to Employment Services, with employment as the focus.  

NACL Employment Services’ program works.  There are tremendous success stories 
of multiple persons who are successfully employed.” 

Looking for an ADORABLE stocking stuffer idea for   
anyone with kitties in their lives?   

A few individuals in Actions Day Program have made 
these super-cute catnip-filled toy mice, selling for JUST 
$5 EACH!   

All proceeds go back to the individuals who made them.   

If interested, please contact Robin Shannon at: 

robin.shannon@nanaimoacl.com    

...to make purchase/pickup arrangements! 
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...at Caspers Way Home! 
By:  Aidi Yang, Senior Residence Worker 

As winter’s sneaking in, we see the light of the        
quietness.  It’s been a crazy year, between the COVID-
19 challenges and construction on our street.   

Amazingly, everyone at Caspers is managing well 
through this difficult time.  Looks like the construction 
will finish soon, which means we will finally have a 
proper road to drive and walk on.  There will also be a 
new trail behind the house.  While the day gets dark 
early, it will be a great place for the Caspers’ pals to 
get their exercise during the winter evenings.   

Our biggest project was the fish tank KW got this        
summer.  We have been battling the green slime in the 
tank for two months—and finally, we’ve won the war!   
☺  Now it’s a relaxing community tank with lots of   
happy fishes.  It’s become a focal point of the house.  

Merry Christmas to all, and stay safe!  
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By Cindy Carano, Program Manager 

It is with heavy hearts that we say goodbye to David Beggs.  David passed away in his home on Thursday, November 
12, 2020 at the age of 71.  David was a long-time resident of NACL – more than 28 years.  David has seen his share of 
Support Staff, Day Programmers, SRWs, LPICs (Licensed Persons in Charge), and Managers  come and go…but the 
constant in his life was the quality of care, love, and support he received from each and every one of you.  

David moved from Glendale in Victoria to Metral Drive Home (now Turner Connection), where he received love and 
support for many years.  David’s next move was to Kennedy Home, where he continued to receive quality care and 
win the hearts of the new staff team with his infectious belly laugh and beautiful smile.  

May 21, 1949 – November 12, 2020  

David will be missed by his roommates, with whom he always          
enjoyed a good laugh – and by his long-time support staff that have 
been with David for years.  Some have retired, some have passed 
before him, and lots are still present today, grieving his loss.  

David loved visits from his brothers – he always had a smile or a 
cheeky grin for them.  Our hearts go out to them at this difficult 
time. 

The Kennedy staff team is to be commended on their kind,         
companionate support that they gave to David during his illness.  
They endeavored to ensure he was well cared for and comfortable, 
abiding by his family’s wishes for him to stay home during this time. 

David loved action-packed scary movies, and loved to go to the theater and watch                 
something exciting and loud – the louder, the better!  David had a wicked sense of 
humor…and if you told him a story, it needed to have lots of action-filled details – like 
getting thrown overboard and getting gobbled up by a shark.  He thought that was 
hilarious! 

David loved his cat, Peaches.  This cat was very protective of David.  She would    
attack you if you were helping David – even if you were sweeping his floor, you were 
fair game.  Occupational Therapists and Nurses were targets, as well!  Peaches   
needed to be taken out of a room if they were helping David, as her protective     
nature turned her into an “attack cat!”  She was a long-time true companion to David, 
sleeping on his bed, on him…and I think a few times she tried to bathe with David by 
jumping into the tub with him!  

It takes a special team to care as deeply as they 
do, making a difference in David’s life every day.  
NACL is very proud of the care and support given 
to David – not just at this time of passing, but all 
the time.  

As David continues on his personal journey, we 
will remember him with fondness – and cherish 
our memories of how he came to be embedded 
in our hearts, now and forever. 
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What’s NACL 

By:  Brianna Otto, Senior Home Share Manager 

BRRRRR...we are definitely heading into winter!  

As I always say within Home Share, the only consistent thing seems to be change!  
We have been going through all sorts of our own changes around here.  

With COVID-19, how we all do our jobs has changed drastically.  Most of you have 
been seeing us over FaceTime, Zoom, Teams, Skype, or waving from the end of your 
driveways!  I can’t begin to say how grateful the Home Share Team is to have such 
dedicated, caring, and creative Home Share Providers.  Through this pandemic we 
have learned so much, and have seen just how amazing each of you are.  I                    
understand we are still navigating extremely challenging times.  Please don ’t hesitate 
to reach out with any questions, concerns, or comments as we work together to make 
it through this. 

As most of you know, Amanda Cassen has recently moved on from her role as a Home Share Manager with NACL.  
We wish her well in her future endeavors.  For those of you that were supported directly by Amanda, I have been in 
touch as we welcome and complete the orientation process for our newest Home Share Manager.  

On that note, I’d like to formally welcome Thinley Dradul to the Home Share 
Team.  Thinley has been a great support in other areas of the agency, and 
brings a fresh perspective to our team.  Some of you may have met her         
during the includeMe! project.  Thinley will be participating in meetings with 
some of you as we teach her all about her new role. 

It is still our plan to continue to expand the Home Share Department with the 
addition of another manager in the coming year.  Here we grow again! ☺ 

With the revamp of our social media presence, we have been doing some    
exciting things with Marlena and Pat.  If you have not had a chance, please 
check out our Amazing Stories on our website (www.nanaimoacl.com/
amazingstories) or NACL’s Facebook/Twitter/Instagram pages.  We are always 
looking for pictures and stories of the great things you are doing together,     
especially through these challenging times—examples of how you have had 
fun through social distancing!  If you have anything you would like to share, 
please e-mail it to your Home Share Manager.  

We are continuously working to ensure each individual supported in Home 
Share has an up-to-date and thorough Person Centered Plan, and we                
appreciate your support in completing these.  This provides tangible feedback 
and documentation as to how we are supporting individuals to live their best 
Quality of Life! 

As always, we are searching for caring and inclusive people to provide Home 
Share support.  If you know of anyone you think would be a great provider, 
send them our way!  We are still working to complete Home Studies through 
the pandemic.  This may look different right now, but our main priority is to   
ensure everyone is healthy and safe. 

Wishing you and your family a happy and safe winter from the Home Share Team! ☺ 
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...at Portsmouth Road Home! 

By:  Courtney Otto, Senior Residence Worker  

We are trying our hardest to keep up with the weather’s mood swings around here!  One side of the house often        
perceives itself as summer still, while the other is giving us full storm vibes.  Both staff and all the wonderful individuals 
at PRH have been doing an excellent job with creativity...finding new ways to maintain some steady direction on this 
unmapped road.  

We've had some excellent fall trips, ensuring we made our last visit to Tiger Lily Farms before the end of season.  They 
had a SPOOKTACULAR set-up for Halloween!  Some folks also got out to Duncan’s Halloween Train, riding around in 
style.  

There have been new beach spots found, trails discovered, sidewalks walked, and a lot of outdoor time for everyone!  
With limits on community activities, we have tried a few new things indoors.  Zumba and Yoga on YouTube is a great  
go-to.  We’ve had spa days, a newfound love for floor puzzles, and crafting galore.  DD just celebrated his birthday        
November 8th with all his PRH friends, and has been enjoying his new crazy fort-building kit.  
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https://us02web.zoom.us/j/88967479610 

Password:  930729  

For more info, contact Marlena at                          
(778) 268-2022 

...the FIRST Tuesday of every month!  

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/88967479610?pwd=YVducHJOYVVHZmRwOCtDOGtPZ1VPUT09


We’d love to hear from you… 

E-mail your comments to  

Graham Morry, Executive Director: 
 

graham.morry@nanaimoacl.com 
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We’d like to extend our HAPPIEST BIRTHDAY WISHES to all persons served,               
employees, and home share providers who have celebrated or will be celebrating         
birthdays since our last Bulletin.  There are so many people in our NACL family now, it 
would take pages to list you all.  Just know that even though we’re not listing you by 
name here, you’re all very special to us and are very much appreciated – NACL wouldn’t 
be what it is without each and every one of you!  ☺ 

HELP US GO GREEN!  
Thanks to all of you in our NACL family 
who are currently receiving our What’s            
Happening newsletter by e-mail.   

If you’re currently getting it in paper 
copy and  would like to help us “GO 
GREEN,” please e-mail: 

marlena.stewart@nanaimoacl.com 

@nanaimoacl 

@nanaimoacl 

NACL 
Make sure to follow NACL on social media, so you can keep up with all the 

cool, fun things we’re doing—plus articles/links of interest we often post!  ☺   

If you don’t follow us already, join us at: 

www.facebook.com/nanaimoacl  
(or look us up by name in the search bar!) 

@nanaimoacl 

@nanaimoacl 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/
UC41eM8tnUtjNRM68QmSQ_GQ 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC41eM8tnUtjNRM68QmSQ_GQ
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC41eM8tnUtjNRM68QmSQ_GQ

